
STANLIB Global Aggressive Fund

Minimum Disclosure Document as of 30 April 2023

Risk profile: Aggressive The fund is a class fund of STANLIB Offshore Unit Trusts which invests exclusively in the STANLIB
Funds Limited - STANLIB High Alpha Global Equity Fund.

Portfolio facts

Investmentmanager STANLIB Asset Management Pty Limited

Underlying investment
manager

Columbia-Threadneedle Investment
Manager

Launch date 01 October 1999

Denominated in US Dollar

Fund size US $ 4.61 million

Min. investment amount US$2,500

Min. subsequent investment US$1,000

Upfront charge (maximum) 3.00%

Annual management charge
(AMC)

1.35%

Class A intermediary trail
commission (Paid from AMC)

0.50%

ISIN code GB00B0663021

Benchmark index MSCI AC World NTR Index

Manager and administrator STANLIB Fund Managers Jersey Limited

Trustee Apex Financial Services (Corporate) Limited

Portfolio costs (TER, TC and TIC)

Fund Class TER (12m) TER (36m) TC (36m) TIC (36m)

Class A 2.08% 2.08% 0.06% 2.15%

Total Expense Ratio (TER): This shows the charges, levies and fees relating to the management of the portfolio and is
expressed as a percentage of the average net asset value of the portfolio, calculated over a rolling three years (where
applicable) and annualised to the most recently completed quarter. A higher TER does not necessarily imply a poor return,
nor does a low TER imply a good return. The current TER cannot be regarded as an indication of future TERs.
Transaction Costs (TC): The percentage of the value of the fund as costs relating to the buying and selling of the Fund’s
underlying assets. Transaction costs are a necessary cost in administering the Fund and impacts fund returns. It should not
be considered in isolation as returns may be impacted by many other factors over time including market returns, the type
of Fund, investment decisions of the investment manager and the TER. Where a transaction cost is not readily available a
reasonable best estimate has been used. Estimated transaction costsmay include Bond. MoneyMarket and FX Costs (where
applicable).
Total Investment Charges (TIC): The percentage of the value of the Fund incurred as costs, relating to the investment of the
Fund. As fund returns are reported after deducting all fees and expense , these costs (the TER & TC) should not be deducted
from the fund returns. It is the sum of the TC & TER.

Top holdings

Microsoft Corporation 5.98%

Alphabet Inc. 4.22%

Mastercard Incorporated Class A 3.34%

Amazon.com, Inc. 3.09%

TotalEnergies SE 3.04%

HDFC Bank Limited 2.88%

T-Mobile US, Inc. 2.81%

Eli Lilly and Company 2.53%

JPMorgan Chase & Co. 2.20%

Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 2.17%

Objectives

The aim is to provide investors with long term capital growth from a diverse and
actively managed Class Fund of securities selected from global stock markets.
STANLIB Global Equity Fund covers markets throughout the world including major
markets and smaller emerging markets. The STANLIB Global Equity Fund invests
as a feeder fund into a class fund of STANLIB Funds Limited - STANLIB High Alpha
Global Equity Fund.

Performance

Statistics 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years

Fund Annualised Return 0.14% 6.47% 5.26% 5.81%

Index Annualised Return 2.59% 12.56% 7.56% 8.47%

Highest Return over 12 rolling months 48.70%

Lowest Return over 12 rolling months -41.53%

No performance is currently included as performance data may not be shown for portfolios/classes that have less than a 6
month track record.
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Fund review

Gross of fees, the fundwas ahead of its benchmark over the quarter. Sector allocationwas the primary driver of the relative performance, mainly due to the overweight
in technology. Security selection was also beneficial, particularly in consumer discretionary and technology. However, selections in financials detracted.

At the stock level, notable contributors includedNvidia and AdvancedMicro Devices (AMD), which benefitted froma strong quarter for technology stocks and improving
sentiment towards chipmakers.

Nvidia also benefited from positivity around the company’s AI efforts. WE remain positive on Nvidia’s longer-term prospects owing to its strong exposure to
semiconductor growth. The firm’s scale and competitive edge within both gaming and AI should also position it well to benefit from powerful secular trends, such
as accelerating AI adoption, the increasing demand for electric vehicles, cloud gaming and emerging omniverse opportunities.

AMD is seen as another winner of AI adoption which helped to lift sentiment around the stock. The company also announced a strong sales force forecast which beat
expectations and was able to offset a drop in demand for PC chips by making market gains in more lucrative server market. AMD is improving competitiveness across
its product range and has been gaining market share in the central processor and PC space, particularly from Intel.

The fund did hold a positive SVB Financial, which was inevitably the main detractor of the fund. As a leader in providing finance to the private equity and venture
capital industry, the company boasted a broad range of competitiveness advantages and provided a differentiated banking exposure for the portfolio. However, with
challenges in the technology sector and new funding rounds drying up, the bank had seen an outflowpf deposits. The situation appeared to have stabilisedwith theQ4
numbers, but then deteriorated again, causing a potential liquidity risk in the balanced sheet and leading to the collapse of the bank in March. That said, the portfolio’s
diversification ensured that the impact of this single security was relatively small on the overall performance.

The holding in First Republic also detracted; the bank impacted by SVB’s failure and the subsequent loss of confidence in regional US lenders. We sold our position in
the middle of March ahead of the collapse.

The first quarter of 2023was a turbulent but ultimately positive period for global equitymarkets, with theMSCI All-CountryWorld Index (ACWI) up 7.2% in local currency
terms.

Equity markets started the year strongly due to growing optimism that the global economy could be heading for a soft landing, and that central banks might win the
battle against inflation. Optimism faded in February as strong economic data, particularly in the US, raised speculation that central banks may have to keep interest
rates higher for longer. Equities came under further pressure in March after the collapse of US mid-sized lenders Silicone Valley Bank (SVB) and Signature Bank, along
with the near collapse of a third lender- First Republic- led to fears of contagion in thewider banking sector. Concernswere exacerbated by the viability of long troubled
Swiss bank Credit Suisse, and Suisse regulators had to broker a takeover of the bank by rival UBS. Equities sold off in response, but later rebounded as concerted action
by financial authorities allayed contagion worries. Sentiment was also boosted as the crisis fuelled expectations that central banks may ease the pace of monetary
tightening as the banking turmoil is expected to a lead to a tightening in credit conditions, and thus crimp growth and inflation.

In theUS, inflationappeared tohavepeakedwhile economicdatawas resilient. TheFederalReserve raised interest ratesby25basispoints (bps) in February, a slowdown
from recent moves and dovish commentary prompted some hopes that the current hiking cycle might soon be drawing to a close. However, January’s strong labour
market and inflation data pushed up interest-rate expectations again in February, which weighed on equities, as did the aforementioned sell-off in March. Given their
sizeable exposure to growth stocks, US equities particularly benefited in the rebound at the end of March as expectations of further hikes faded. Indeed, while the
Fed hiked rates again by 25 bps in March, policymakers signalled just one further hike in 2023 and withdrew familiar wording that “ongoing rate increases” should be
expected

Europe ex UK equities were boosted by the improved economic outlook for the region amid hopes that the reopening of the Chinese economy could boost trades and
easing inflationary pressures as themilder-than-expectedwinter led to lower gas prices. But core inflation remains ‘sticky’, which resulted in the EuropeanCentral Bank
(ECB) being more hawkish than its peers.

In Japan, inflation hot record highs, though the Bank of Japan left interest rates unchanged and said that it would continue to pursue ultra-loose monetary policy.
Elsewhere, emerging markets (EMs) were boosted by hopes that China’s economy would rebound sharply after Beijing lifted most of its Covid restrictions along with
the signs that the government could soften its crackdown on the technology sector. However, deteriorating Sino-US relations dampened sentiment somewhat, as did
risk aversion amid the banking turmoil.

Looking Ahead

While in 2022, the market’s concern was that long duration growth looked less attractive given higher interest rates, in 2023, the focus is on earnings delivery. Higher
interest rates will remain important andmay place some pressure for those higher growth stocks but, we would stress the importance of focusing on the quality of the
growth opportunity. With the ‘free money’ era coming to an end, markets will want to see evidence of near-term profitability and pricing power

Our holdings, overall, tend to be less economically geared so should be better in an environment of slower growth. They are typically cash-generative and, in many
cases, have business models focused on recurring revenues. These companies also tend to have strong balance sheets, so should be less impacted by the need to
refinance debt at higher rates. Many are also supported by powerful secular themes.

Inflationwill givemorecompanies theability togrowearnings, sowebelieve thatdiversificationwill remain important, particularlygiven issues suchasdecarbonisation,
deglobalisation and energy efficiency. We believe that we can find quality, growing companies across a range of sectors and geographies.

In summary we believe a focus on quality companies with pricing power that are less geared to the broader economy is a prudent way to take equity market exposure.
Over the longer term, an environment of muted economic activity should be supportive of this approach, given our emphasis on secular winners.
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Target market

STANLIB promotes using the services of an accredited Financial Adviser when
making investment decisions.

Please contact either your accredited Financial Adviser or our Contact Centre
on 011 448 6000 if you have any questions about this product.

Risk rating explanation

The risk rating seen above is designed to give an indication of the level of risk,
measured by volatility, associated with this specific portfolio.

Inorder toarriveat the specific risk ratingof theportfolio inquestion, STANLIB
measures the volatility of the fund, in the form of standard deviation, over a
three year rolling period, and compares the result to internal risk parameters.
Please note that these risk ratings are designed as guide only.

Fund management

The investment management of the underlying fund is managed by
Columbia Threadneedle, a London based management firm wholly owned
by Ameriprise Financial - a publicly quoted company listed on the NYSE.
Founded in 1994, Threadneedle Investments is fully-owned by Ameriprise
Financial (NYSE: AMP), a publicly quoted investment company that is listed
on the NYSE.With origins in the UK insurance industry, they h ve continued to
innovate and nowmanage assets on behalf of clients across Europe, A sia and
the US, including pension schemes, insurance companies, private investors,
corporations, mutual funds and affiliate companies.

Risk

Where foreign securities are included in the portfolio theremay be additional
risks, such as potential constraints on liquidity and the repatriation of funds,
macroeconomic risks, political risks, tax risks, settlement risks and potential
limitations on the availability of market information.

Contact details

STANLIB Asset Management (Pty) Limited

Registration No. 1969/002753/07

Compliance No. 564HX6

Website www.stanlib.com

Email contact@stanlib.com

Address
17 Melrose Boulevard

Melrose Arch
Johannesburg
South Africa

Post box
PO Box 202

Melrose Arch
2076

Statutory disclosure and general terms & conditions

Collective investment schemes in securities are generally medium to long-term
investments. The value of participatory interests may go down as well as up and
investors may get back less cash than originally invested. Past performance is not
necessarily a guide to future performance. An investment in the participations
of a collective investment scheme in securities is not the same as a deposit with
a banking institution. Fluctuations or movements in exchange rates may cause
the value of underlying international investments to go up or down. Participatory
interest prices are calculated on a net asset value basis, which is the total value
of all assets less liabilities in the Class Funds including any provisions made for
any purchase, fiscal or other charges that would have been incurred had all the
assets of the relevant class fund been bought or sold at that time, divided by
the number of participatory interests in issue. Please refer to the prospectus
for more details on the charges and expenses that may be recovered from the
Class Funds. Participatory interests are priced daily using the forward pricing
method. The Class Funds may borrow up to 10% of the market value of the Class
Funds to bridge insufficient liquidity as a result of the redemption of participatory
interests. Collective investment schemes are traded at ruling prices and can engage
in borrowing and scrip lending.

A schedule of fees and charges andmaximum commissions is a vailable on request
from STANLIB Fund Managers Jersey Limited, (’the Manager’). The Class Funds of
the STANLIB Offshore Unit Trusts scheme, are Feeder Funds which only invest in
the participatory interests of a single Class Fund of a collective investment scheme.
In addition to the annual management charge, other fees are incurred by the trust
(trustee, custodianandgeneral expenses). There is no sales tax applicable in Jersey.
Commission and incentives may be paid and if so, are included in the overall costs.
The Class Funds of STANLIB Offshore Unit Trusts scheme are accumulation Class
Funds and do not distribute income. Please refer to the prospectus of this scheme
for more details, a copy of which is available on request from STANLIB Collective
Investments (RF) Pty. Limited, (’STANLIB’), the address of which is 17 Melrose
Boulevard, Melrose Arch, 2196, South Africa. The registered office of the Manager is
Standard Bank House, 47-49 LaMotte Street, St Helier, Jersey, Channel Islands. The
Trustee is Apex Financial Services (Corporate) Limited, 12 Castle Street, St. Helier,
Jersey, Channel Islands.

A representative agreement exists between STANLIB Collective Investment (RF) Pty.
Limited and STANLIB Fund Managers Jersey Limited.

Class Funds are valued on a daily basis using 23:59 (UK Time) prices. Transaction
requests received before 14h30 (UK Time) will receive the following day unit price.
This is an accumulation portfolio and does not distribute income.

TheManager and trusteeare regulatedby the Jersey Financial ServicesCommission
to conduct Fund services business.

The Trust is regulated as a Collective Investment Fund by the Jersey Financial
Services Commission.

Figures quoted are from Morningstar for a lump sum investment using NAV-NAV
prices.

Liberty is a member of the Association of Savings and Investment of South Africa.

TheManagerdoesnotprovideanyguaranteeeitherwith respect to thecapital or the
return of a portfolio. TheManager has a right to close the portfolio to new investors
in order to manage the portfolio more efficiently in accordance with its mandate.

Additional information

Additional information about this product, including brochures and application
forms can be obtained from the Manager, free of charge and from the website
www.stanlib.com.

The prices of unit trust funds are calculated and published on each working day.
These prices are available on the Manager’s website (www.stanlib.com) and in the
South African printed newsmedia.
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